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Cat in the hat cast show

The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That!Based onThe Cat in the Hat by Dr. SeussDirected byTony CollingwoodStarringMartin ShortVoices ofJacob EwaniukDeandray HamiltonAlexa TorringtonHalle NunesRob TinklerTheme music composerDavid SchweitzerOpening theme"The Cat in the Hat Knows a lot About That!" performed by David
SchweitzerEnding theme"The Cat in the Hat Knows a lot About That!" (instrumental)ComposerDavid SchweitzerCountry of originCanadaUnited KingdomUnited States[1]Original languageEnglishNo. of seasons3No. of episodes80(160 segments) (list of episodes)ProductionExecutive producersLisa OlfmanJoy RosenTony CollingwoodProducersJulie
StallHelen StroudRunning time30 minutesProduction companiesCollingwood & Co.Portfolio EntertainmentRandom House Children's EntertainmentDistributorPortfolio EntertainmentReleaseOriginal networkTreehouse TVKids' CBC (Canada)PBS Kids (United States)Picture format480iHDTV 1080iAudio formatDolby DigitalOriginal releaseAugust 7,
2010 (2010-08-07) –November 3, 2018 (2018-11-03)ChronologyFollowed byGreen Eggs and HamRelated showsThe Wubbulous World of Dr. SeussGo, Dog. Go!External linksWebsite The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! is an animated television series that premiered on August 7, 2010 on Treehouse TV in Canada, on September 6, 2010 on PBS
Kids in the United States and also in the UK on CITV and Tiny Pop. It also aired on YTV in Canada on weekday mornings from 2012 to 2013.[2] The award-winning series[3] is based on Random House's Beginner Books franchise and The Cat in the Hat's Learning Library,[4] itself based on the 1957 children's book The Cat in the Hat. It is produced by
Portfolio Entertainment, Random House Children Entertainment and Collingwood O'Hare Productions[5] in conjunction with KQED, Treehouse TV, and Kids' CBC. The first season has 40 half-hour episodes.[6] PBS Kids renewed it for a second season of 20 episodes which premiered on September 10, 2012. The show went on a three-year hiatus before
returning for its third and final season of 20 episodes, which premiered on March 2, 2018 and ended on October 14, 2018.[7] Overview The Cat in the Hat pilot Each episode featured The Cat in the Hat who leads neighbors Nick and Sally, the Fish, and Thing One and Thing Two on a variety of adventures in his "Thinga-ma-jigger", a Seussian
contraption that can sprout wings, pontoons, booster rockets, change size, and do just about anything else necessary to further the adventure. The adventures are prompted by a question posed by either Nick or Sally at the beginning of each episode,[5] which inevitably leads them around the globe to "make natural science discoveries."[6] Similar to
other PBS Kids series such as Curious George and Sid the Science Kid, The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! focuses on introducing preschoolers to various science and learning concepts. Episodes Main article: List of The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! episodes SeasonEpisodesOriginally airedFirst airedLast
aired140September 6, 2010 (2010-09-06)September 17, 2012 (2012-09-17)220September 10, 2012 (2012-09-10)June 23, 2015 (2015-06-23)320March 2, 2018 (2018-03-02)October 14, 2018 (2018-10-14)Specials5November 21, 2012 (2012-11-21)December 26, 2016 (2016-12-26) Characters Main The Cat in the Hat – Voiced by Martin Short. A
knowledgeable, adventurous, anthropomorphic cat. He loves to discover the world and act as Nick and Sally's guide, and he frequently speaks in rhyming patterns reminiscent of the Dr. Seuss character on which he is based. Nick – Voiced by Jacob Ewaniuk (seasons 1–2) and Deandray Hamilton (season 3). He is Sally's next-door neighbor and best
friend. He seems to replace Sally's brother (named Conrad in the 2003 live-action film version) from the books. Sally – Voiced by Alexa Torrington (seasons 1–2) and Halle Nunes (season 3). She is Nick's next-door neighbor and best friend. Fish – Voiced by Rob Tinkler. A moderately pessimistic fish who is loosely based on the fish in the original story.
Unlike the fish in the book, however, he is red and appears to belong to the Cat instead of Sally or Nick. He is also much more cooperative in the Cat's adventures. Thing One and Thing Two – Also voiced by Rob Tinkler. The Cat's two zany, energetic helpers of indeterminate species. They speak their own language which sounds like incoherent
gibberish. Supporting Sally's mother – Voiced by Tracey Hoyt. Whenever Sally asks permission to go on an adventure with the Cat, her voice is heard responding. In some of the episodes, she appears. Nick's mother – Also voiced by Tracey Hoyt. Whenever Nick asks permission to go on an adventure with the Cat, her voice is heard responding. In some
of the episodes, she appears. She speaks with a Caribbean accent. Home media Various DVDs were released by NCircle Entertainment beginning in late October 2010 where every DVD is in region 1, subtitled in English and Spanish, approximately 60 minutes except for a few, in Dolby Digital, in 5.1 surround and Dolby surround stereo in Spanish.
Every DVD has the bonus segments from the show. Wings and Things Show Me the Honey Migration Vacation I Love the Nightlife Oh Give Me a Home Many Ants Make Light Work Up and Away A Plan for Sand Whale Music Flower Power Dress Up Day Bath Time Tales About Tails A Sticky Situation Trees Company Rain Game You Should Be Dancing
A Tale About Tails Told from the Cold Snowman's Land Flight of the Penguin A Long Winter's Nap Reindeer Games Surprise, Little Guys Super Secret Digger Night Lights Along Came a Spider Teeny Weeny Adventure Hold On Tight Trick and Treats Batty for Bats Aye Aye Trick or Treat Breeze from the Trees Nest Best Thing The Lost Egg The Tree
Doctor Miles and Miles of Reptiles Now You See Me Be Cool Itty Bitty Water Ocean Commotion! Reef Magic Digging The Deep King Cecil the Seahorse Ice Is Nice Help with Kelp Safari, So Good! Treetop Tom Stripy Safari The King of Swing Elephant Walk Follow the Prints Let's Go on an Adventure Maps Incredible Journey I See Seeds Sniff and Seek
Go Snails Go Space is the Place Jumping on the Moon No Night Today Planet Name Game Top of the Sky Tough Enough The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About Halloween! Awards 2012 Parents' Choice Award – Winner in Television 2012 Cynopsis: Kids !magination Awards – Winner, TV Series based on books 2012 Cynopsis: Kids !magination Awards –
Winner, Song for a TV Series 2012 Kidscreen Awards – Recognized, Best Integrated Promotion 2012 Teachers' Choice Awards – For the Classroom: "Wings and Things" (DVD NCircle Entertainment) 2012 Young Artist Awards – Nominated, Best Performance in a Voice-Over, TV or Feature Film Young Actor 2012 Parents' Choice Award – Best Website
2012 Kidscreen Awards – Finalist, Best Companion Website 2012 Cynopsis: Kids !magination Awards – Honorable Mention, Website for a TV Series or TV Special 2012 Webby Awards – Website, Official Honoree 2011 – Nomination, Outstanding Performer in an Animated Program (Martin Short) 2011 Daytime Emmy Awards – Nomination, Outstanding
Original Song in Children's & Animation 2011 NAPPA Awards – "Told from the Cold" (DVD NCircle Entertainment) 2011 WGC Screenwriting Awards – Winner, Animation 2011 Young Artist Awards – Nominated, Best Performance in a Voice-Over, TV or Feature Film Young Actor 2011 Young Artist Awards – Nominated, Best Performance in a VoiceOver, TV or Feature Film Young Actress 2011 Youth Media Alliance – Nomination, Award of Excellence, Animation Three to Five Years 2010 Parents' Choice Awards – Recommended Seal[8] References ^ "Official Program Credits". Retrieved August 27, 2010. ^ "YTV Shows: Cat in the Hat, The". archive.web.org. Archived from the original on May 26,
2013. Retrieved January 4, 2020. ^ "The Cat in the Hat". pbs.org. Retrieved January 20, 2017. ^ "Cat in the Hat's Learning Library". Penguin Random House. Retrieved August 4, 2019. ^ a b "THE CAT IN THE HAT KNOWS A LOT ABOUT THAT! DEBUTS ON PBS KIDS THIS LABOR DAY". pbs.org. April 6, 2010. Retrieved January 20, 2017. ^ a b "1st
Official Press Release". May 11, 2009. Retrieved June 9, 2010. ^ "Season Three for Portfolio's Cat in the Hat Series". Worldscreen. Retrieved February 15, 2017. ^ "Awards". pbs.org. Retrieved January 20, 2017. External links Official website Official Treehouse TV's website The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About That! at the Big Cartoon DataBase
The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That! at IMDb Retrieved from " Photo Courtesy: Rainer Stropek/Flickr It’s tempting to believe you know everything about your furry, feline friend(s). However, you’re probably wrong. From history and biological anatomy to their behavioral patterns, there’s a lot to know about cats. Cats are not only fur babies
and companions, but also amazing animals in their own right. Some enjoy swimming in warm waters, while others have furry feet to help them travel through the snow. The only certain thing about them is that you still have much to learn.Cat in SpaceHumans don’t have a monopoly on outer space. In 1963, the French launched Félicette — one of over
a dozen cats chosen and trained for an outer space mission — into a suborbital flight that lasted about thirteen minutes. Photo Courtesy: _freakwave_/Pixabay The information gathered by this brave kitty astronaut helped scientists better understand gravitational effects and atmospheric re-entry. Sadly, Félicette was euthanized only a couple of
months after her amazing space journey, as scientists wanted to study her brain. May Félicette have a peaceful time in cat heaven.They Can Develop AllergiesIt’s well-known that people can develop allergies to cats. But did you know that cats can develop allergies to their owners? More specifically, felines can develop asthma or upper respiratory
disorders after spending long periods with smokers or those who like to wear a lot of perfume. Photo Courtesy: Ihtar/Pixabay Cats may also develop allergies in a home that contains a lot of pollen, mold, dust or aerosol products. Yes, it’s important to remember that a cat’s lungs are far smaller, and therefore far less capable, than a human’s lungs. Say
no to household air pollutants — for you and your cat!Their Saliva Can Be DangerousAlthough many people can be around cats and not experience any form of an allergic reaction, some people cannot physically be near them, or their owners, for fear of their lives. Most people assume that sufferers are only allergic to cat hair, but this is only partially
true. Photo Courtesy: Hannibal Poenaru/Wikimedia Commons While hair of any kind can tickle the nose and bother the sinuses, it’s actually a feline’s saliva that produces an allergic reaction in some individuals. While hypoallergenic cats can help people with conventional fur allergies, there’s no way around a saliva allergy.Train Station CatJapan
alone seems to love cats about as much as the entire rest of the internet. In addition to having a whole island literally filled with cats, the country also had the only feline train station master. Her name was Tama, and sadly, she passed away in 2015, but before then, she watched over Kishi Station for sixteen glorious years. Photo Courtesy:
Sanpei/Wikimedia Commons The people of the surrounding areas adored Tama, making her a personalized train master’s hat and medallion. She also had a small throne to sit upon while she watched the passengers come and go. Hats off to you, Tama!Black CatsBlack cats have an unfair reputation. Associated with witchcraft, black magic and bad
luck, they have been slaughtered and persecuted since the Middle Ages. Even today, people in many cultures fear the sight of a black cat and consider it an omen of ill tidings. Photo Courtesy: Nikita/Flickr However, some folks in Britain and Ireland are more likely to rejoice at the sight of a black cat since they are believed to bring good fortune in
ancient British cultures. In Germany, a black cat can be either good or bad, depending on the direction it is walking. Weird, right?Cat Taste BudsCats sure do seem to have a liking for meaty and fishy things, but sweet foods, not so much. That’s because of the ‘sweet’ receptors on a cat’s tongue — they are far less pronounced and active than they are
on human tongues. Photo Courtesy: peacedreamlady/Pixabay While you may enjoy a sweet candy bar, chances are, your feline buddy won’t. Feeding animals candy is usually an awful idea anyway, as most dogs and cats are allergic to chocolate. Besides, your cat can’t even taste the sugar.Catnip FeverEveryone knows that cats go crazy for catnip. At
least, most of them do. Approximately one-third of the worldwide domestic cat population doesn’t react to catnip at all. Their bodies don’t contain the gene that allows them to translate the scent and taste of the plant into psychotropic madness. Photo Courtesy: katieb50/Flickr However, if your tiny kitten isn’t responding to catnip, it may be worth
giving it some time. Most cats don’t have any reaction to the green stuff until they’re at least six-months-old. If you want to see your cat flip out on ‘kitty drugs,’ wait until it’s old enough to do so.Cat Memes Are ForeverThere are a lot of people out there that believe cat memes began with I Can Haz Cheezburger?, But the truth of the matter is far
more surprising. People have been looking at cats and thinking, “Oh, how fun!” for ages. Possibly since the dawn of western civilization. Photo Courtesy: Karen Arnold/PublicDomainPictures Photographic proof of this infatuation first appeared during the late 1800s and early 1900s with stylized photos of cats dressed as people while doing humanthings such as cooking, hanging with friends and sitting down to dinner. Though these pictures seem a little weird by today’s standards, they are some of the first cat memes.Painful IntercourseThis topic is a bit gross, so if you’re easily disgusted, you may want to scroll down now. For those of you with stronger stomachs — or weaker imaginations —
here’s a tidbit about cat genitalia. Yeah, like you wanted to know. Still — male cats have uniquely formed genitals covered in small barbs. Photo Courtesy: tevenet/Pixabay When they ‘get frisky’ with a female cat, these barbs scrape the inside of the female, causing her to ovulate. Honestly, this sounds awful. Luckily, we humans have developed a far
more user-friendly approach to reproduction and sexual intercourse.Lots of BonesThe human body contains many bones — more when we’re younger than when we’re older, believe it or not! People are born with about 270 bones, but by the time they’re adults, that number has shriveled down to only 206. Photo Courtesy: Internet Archive Book
Images/Wikimedia Commons Overall, adult cats beat adult humans in the number of bones by 24. Part of this number is an extra set of ribs not found in humans in addition to tail bones.Just because an animal is smaller doesn’t mean its skeleton is less complex!Taking the Big DipWhile most domestic cats are afraid of water and swimming in general,
there are lots of species of big cats that enjoy going for a dip every now and again. Some of the largest domestic cats, such as the Bengal, Turkish Van and savannah cat are all fond of taking to the water. Photo Courtesy: Wildfaces/Pixabay Biologists theorize that many aquatically oriented felines swim because they have an instinctual need to avoid
extreme heat, and keeping cool is easy in a pond or a lake. Added benefit — while you’re swimming, you can catch some fish for lunch!Small SpacesCat’s don’t seem to ever experience claustrophobia. They determinedly seek out small places and wedge themselves there — for better or for worse. This appears to be a safety-related behavior. Cats feel
safer when they’re in tight, concealed spaces or when they’re on the tallest bit of furniture of the house, overseeing all around them. Photo Courtesy: alisdair/Flickr This is because cats once needed to protect themselves from danger while they slept. Because they sleep so often, they need to find a safe spot to curl up in. Usually, this means the
laundry basket.We’ve Turned Them Into Permanent BabiesCats don’t meow at other cats in the wild. Even domesticated stray cats only meow when they are kittens or talking to humans. This is a pretty significant finding. It indicates that a feline that develops a relationship with a human mimics certain characteristics of kittenhood for their entire
lives. Photo Courtesy: HelgaKa/Pixabay Owners are protectors and providers — the largest, seemingly oldest ones around in the eyes of a pet cat — so it does make sense that they would come to see people as gigantic parents, allowing them never to have to grow up.They Get SweatyA lot of people seem to think that cats don’t sweat, but oh, they do.
Unlike humans, which have sweat glands dispersed over much of the body, cats only produce sweat from their paws. Or toe beans. Whichever you prefer. Photo Courtesy: Steven Sanchez/Flickr Cats can overheat, and while most domestic cats aren’t likely to jump into the pool to cool off, they do pant — just like canines. Opening the mouth and
sticking out the tongue doesn’t seem like a great way to cool down to humans, but it does help both cats and dogs.All About That SleepOur fuzzy feline companions can spend up to half of their lives sleeping. During a typical day, a cat may spend up to 30 percent of its time at rest. Of course, anyone might sleep half the day away if they had someone
feeding, loving and looking after them all the time. Photo Courtesy: andrea castelli/Flickr From a biological point of view, cats sleep most often during the daytime and in the middle of the night. They tend to be most active at dusk and dawn. This habit developed as a way to avoid larger, scarier predators.Quotation MarksHave you ever looked at a
pair of quotation marks and thought they looked like cat’s claws? If the answer is yes, you think a lot like a Hungarian. Rather than calling them quotation marks, the Hungarians call them cat claws. It does make a lot of sense when you think about it. Photo Courtesy: meineresterampe/Pixabay Those two inky little lines do look like the work of a palmsized kitten, dutifully punctuating every sentence correctly. On the other hand, it does give quotation marks a dangerous sort of edge that they just don’t have in the English language.Some Like It CatPlenty of famous people from modern times and history have been huge fans of the contemporary domesticated feline. Abraham Lincoln loved cats,
while Freddie Mercury dedicated whole rooms of his mansion to his furry friends. Ernest Hemingway and John Lennon also had a special affection for kittens. Photo Courtesy: The Story Behind/YouTube It’s also important to note that some of history’s greatest dictators despised cats. Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, Napoleon Bonaparte, and Ghengis
Khan are all known cat-haters.JumpersCats of all kinds are excellent jumpers. They can leap, they can pounce and they can bounce away into the far distance like tiny panthers. Many domestic breeds can jump up to 6 times their height, which translates to about 12 feet for some cats! Photo Courtesy: rihaij/Pixabay Their amazing jumping ability and
lightning-fast reflexes are a result of millennia spent searching for prey. Though they might not know it, that colorful tuft of feathers on the end of a stick is a representation of the animals that a cat’s ancestors hunted. Pretty cool, huh?Half the Day CleaningCats can spend half the day sleeping, that’s true. But they’re likely to spend the other half of
their day cleaning themselves. Felines tend to be fastidiously hygienic, which is why they don’t often share their litter box with another cat. Photo Courtesy: OLID56/Pixabay Because cats spend so much time cleaning themselves, and because most of them are covered in fur, hairballs can become a common issue for some kitties. This ailment is
especially common in cats with longer, heavier coats. Owners should be aware that daily brushing and proper nutritional care can lessen the occurrence of hairballs.Whiskers Aren’t Just for LooksWhiskers may be the equivalent of a beard for cats, but unlike humans, they are more than just facial decoration. Cats depend on their whiskers to let them
know about the space around them, kind of like motion-sensing antennae. If a cat’s whiskers are damaged or cut, they can experience poor stability and motion control. Photo Courtesy: Ian Barbour/Flickr It may be excruciating for a cat to have their whiskers cut, so it is absolutely vital to avoid doing so at any point. Whiskers naturally fall out and
replace themselves over time, so just let nature do its thing.ColorblindnessCats don’t see things in black and white, but they do experience a very different view of the world. Unlike most humans, cats have difficulty seeing colors like red or pink. Also, the shades of green and blue they perceive are far less saturated and robust compared to the hues
people see. Photo Courtesy: Apantig/Wikimedia Commons A bright and grassy hillside may appear brown to a cat, while a striking blue sky could be sort-of grayish. Interestingly, cats are also nearsighted, meaning that humans can see farther, and more clearly, than their kitty counterparts.Free CollarbonesThe family cat may find itself caught in a
precarious position when exploring behind the refrigerator, washer or dryer. Persistent meowing usually lets owners know that something’s up. However, the question quickly becomes how the cat ended up in that spot in the first place. Photo Courtesy: Andrey/Flickr The answer, most of the time, is collarbones. A cat’s collarbone is not attached to
the rest of its skeletal system. It’s actually quite flexible compared to most parts of the anatomy. This allows cats to squeeze into any space that’s the same size as its collarbone.They Can Taste SmellsWhen a cat opens its mouth for a few seconds and makes a face as if it smelled something awful, it may be doing just that, except ten times worse. Cats
can taste the air for scents, and particularly strong scents produce the that open-mouthed stank face in felines. Photo Courtesy: burak kostak/Pexels This is just one more reason to be more sensitive to the experiences and needs of your kitty. Though you may not realize how strong your deodorant or cologne is, your cat surely will. The same rule
applies to air fresheners and exotic cooking.Rough TonguesUnlike the human tongue, which is rather slippery and smooth, a cat’s tongue is rough and sandpapery. This is due to the rows and rows of raised, spine-like papillae covering the tongue. Though it might sound gross to have a spine-covered tongue, it suits the needs of cats just fine. Photo
Courtesy: Jennifer Leigh/Wikimedia Commons The papillae help a cat to clean itself more thoroughly, which is great since cats can spend a huge portion of their lives cleaning themselves. In the wild, these fleshy spikes also help felines to lick every last bit of meat and tissue from a prey’s bones.The Preferred PawJust like humans, cats have a
preferred ‘hand’ they use to catch things. A cat can be right-pawed or left-pawed, but unlike people – who mostly do things with their right hands – the split is fairly even among the feline population. Photo Courtesy: Lisa Zins/Flickr This 50/50 situation arises from a very peculiar pattern. Most female cats tend to be right-pawed, while most male cats
tend to be left-pawed. There is, as of yet, no solid theory as to why pawedness divergence among male and female cats developed. Perhaps it is a forgotten secondary sexual characteristic, but this seems unlikely.The Truth Behind PurringMost cat owners think their cat purrs because they are happy and comfortable. While this is true most of the time,
it isn’t always the case for every cat. Some cats purr when frightened or extremely sick. Photo Courtesy: Jeffry Wainwright/Flickr Think of it like this: Have you ever whistled a happy tune while you were scared or sad to try and cheer yourself up? Cats purr to themselves for comfort in stressful situations, just like that!My Name IsThere is a
substantial amount of evidence that shows that cats do know their names. However, some cat names are more successful than others. Names that end with a ‘-y’ or ‘-ee’ tend to be more effective than others, though more data is needed to draw a solid conclusion on that. Photo Courtesy: Ramiz Dedaković/Unsplash Cats may recognize their names, but
they may also choose to ignore you. You can call a cat for ten minutes and get nothing, but shake a treat back and bam — there’s a cat. The power of food, people.Body Language Is ImportantWhen making a new acquaintance, speaking with a coworker or manager or generally trying to make a good impression, body language is essential. Crossed
arms and shifty eyes don’t bode well for a potential employee and may cause an applicant to miss an opportunity. Photo Courtesy: Marko Blazevic/Pexels Cats work similarly. They read people and each other for physical signs of how that person or animal may be feeling. Body language is also the primary way that cats communicate with their owners
— besides meowing, of course. A raised, slightly curved tail almost always means, “Hello there!”They Can Be ThievesThere are some pretty hilarious stories of families who ended up adopting a klepto kitty. Some cats, especially ones that have lived through some hardship where food was scarce, like to steal things. Car keys, money, jewelry, plastic or
anything else that catches their eyes may end up in a secret treasure trove somewhere. Photo Courtesy: imarksm/Pixabay Sadly, children are often blamed for the burglaries carried out by the household cats. It’s usually only during a move or thorough house-cleaning that parents may find a cat’s secret pile of items. Always clean beneath your
couch!They’re Pretty SmartDogs get a lot of credit for being smart. However, while it may be easier to teach a dog how to sit, rollover and play dead than it would be to try and teach a cat any of those things, that doesn’t necessarily mean that cats are less intelligent than dogs. Photo Courtesy: Karen Arnold/PublicDomainPictures Both species are
capable of learning and ‘using’ hundreds, if not thousands of words. They can also follow verbal commands. This sets them at about the same intelligence as a two or three-year-old child. Your fur baby is more like a fur toddler! MORE FROM SMARTER.COM
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